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Ben is nineteen. His first love, Alice, had sex with his best friend, Paul.  Ben called his mother 

and said, Mom, where do you go when your two best friends are gone? 

Laura stood before the bishop of the diocese of Washington in the chancel of The National 

Cathedral.  The bishop said, Dear friends in Christ, you know the importance of this ministry, 

and the weight of your responsibility in presenting Laura for ordination to the sacred order of 

deacons.  Therefore, if any of you know of any impediment or crime because of which we should 

not proceed, come forward now and make it known.  A man stands up and reads an objection 

based on Laura being a lesbian.   

My good friend Tim shared that his son is moving from Pueblo, Colorado to Beaufort, South 

Carolina. Tim asked me what I knew about that part of the country. I shared that the South 

Carolina low country is home away from home. The expansive marshes, winding tidal creeks, 

wide beaches, stole my heart a long time ago.   

Victoria and I would not be any closer to Nirvana if I obliged the seductive tug of a home, 

say, in McClellanville, South Carolina, my favorite low country hamlet. Geographical cures, 

regardless of what ails us, usually don’t work. Our farm is the closest I’ll get to Nirvana. That’s 

pressy close. The smell of nicotiana at dusk is heavenly.  

Ben, Laura and I stumble over a pushed-up section on the sidewalk of existence, a slab that 

sends us stumbling toward an unsettling truth: no relationship is strong enough, no vocation 

meaningful enough, no institution safe enough, no place familiar enough to finally bless our once 

in a while despairing, sometimes restless, occasionally anxious lives.   

Experience teaches us to qualify our devotions to person, place, or thing.  My wise uncle 

Jerry, a great father with great kids once said, “I have wonderful kids. I trust them 80% of the 

time.” 

Ben, Laura, and I get the drift of today's gospel.  We know what the wandering, not to be 

domesticated Nazarene peasant means when he says that he has nowhere to lay his head.   

Moreover, the homelessness of Jesus has more to offer Ben, Laura and me than the reality 

that the vagabonds of the world are in good company.  

Jesus hallows our holy un-rooted-ness. Each of us can attest to the reality that relations, 

vocations, institutions, and homes here and there fail us. We acknowledge that we have here and 

there failed our relations, vocations, institutions, and homes. Jesus blesses our lives the way they 

really are. 

So, Bill, are you saying Jesus consecrates failure. No and yes. No as in you’ve made a mess 

of things, I’ll clean it up for you with the spung of grace; Bonhoeffer called that cheap grace.  

Yes, as in Jesus contextualizes failure. Jesus professes that failure is a part of life-the-way-it-

really-is. That we are failed by others, that we fail others is reality. 

Ben looks to Jesus and sees that he cannot expect heaven to be housed for him in Alice, 

Paul, or anyone else.  Laura looks to Jesus and sees that if she settles in anywhere, even at the 

most progressive divinity school or parish, heaven’s bliss will escape her.  I look to Jesus and see 

that any place, even Pawley's Island, only hints at a beneficence I long for. 

Bill, that is good news? Yes.  
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My favorite phrases from Eucharistic Prayer C: And this fragile earth, our island home. 

Favorite words in the phrase: fragile and island. 

First island. We are estranged from the mainland. On the mainland, the trinitarian dance of 

inter-connected, inter-dependent love is fluid, flowing freely.  

On the island our dance requires us to look at our feet at the same time that we try not to 

bump into each other. Like the first rehearsal, say, of the Mark Morris Dance Group’s 

performance of Pepperland.  

One gift of the Christian faith is our confession that on the mainland the dance is ready for 

primetime. A better world is possible! We have a blueprint! Our faith, at its best, yearns for the 

mainland as Jesus longed for Jerusalem: He set his face to go to Jerusalem. We, too, long for a 

world ripe with rhythmic, resonant, right relation.  

Second, the word fragile. In the meantime, the all-important meantime, we are called to 

gently go on together. Gentler sojourners let go of the illusion that persons, institutions, 

vocations, or locations should or could quiet our particular, postmodern malaise.  

Narrowed expectation awakes in us a more reasoned and kinder relation towards ourselves 

and our neighbors. 

I am amazed at how much more time I have on my hands when I stop squeezing the life out 

of the persons, places, and things I’ve given the power to bless or curse me. Think of the novels I 

could read with that kind of time on my hands.  

Would that I could act on my amazement by creating and sustaining more and more sacred 

time. Alas, our chronic expectations that persons, places, and things are able deliver the goods 

suggest that we address a couple of other matters.  

We need to address shame. Have you ever felt your personal and public worlds would be 

better places if you were a better, bigger or brighter person? Sorry, evil is more sophisticated 

than that. The roots of evil entwine good, bad, and in between. We, as residents of an island 

home, are a holy amalgam. We need to be kinder to ourselves. 

We need to address blame. Don’t expect from others what we can’t expect from ourselves. 

Jesus suggested as much: Why do you look at the speck of sawdust in your brother’s eye and pay 

no attention to the plank in your own eye? We need to be kinder to one another. 

 Jesus has nowhere to lay his head. Nor do we, as his disciples. We have the capacity and the 

duty to help one another, as fellow drifters, be as comfortable and convivial as possible as we 

share our desire and act on our desire for a better world. 

Dear people of St. Mark’s, go gently with one another. Make one another as comfortable 

and convivial as possible as you together ride the current of right relation toward the mainland. 

I will keep you in my morning prayers. 

Amen.    

   


